Interplay between atoms and optical vortices through a Raman transition
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The orbital angular momentum of light (OAM) is a quantized variable, which is explored for quantum technology, its key strength being a wide set of values offering a large basis for encoding, entanglement, etc. In this context we study the interplay between vortices and atoms to realize quantum memories, vortex-pairs, OAM-conversion or OAM mathematical operations.

Using a Raman two-photon transition experienced in a rubidium vapour, namely the 5S1/2-5D5/2 one (see Fig.1), we have studied the vortex conversion from a red input vortex (at 776 nm) to a blue output one (at 420 nm) for large OAMs ($\ell$ from -30 to 30) and we have examined the efficiency and the selection rules associated to the orbital angular momentum exchange [1].

The atomic vapour is excited by two co-propagating input lasers (780 and 776 nm) which produce a photon pair (5.23 μm and 420 nm) via the decay of the 5D level. In this four-wave mixing process we analyse the blue output wave (its shape, OAM and power) when the input laser at 776 nm is an optical vortex with $\ell$ varying from -30 to 30. We show that the output blue vortex respects the azimuthal phase matching, has a size determined by the product of the input beam intensities, a power decreasing with $\ell$ in agreement with their overlap. Finally the propagation indicates that the generated blue wave is a nearly pure mode. In addition, we explain why the input OAM is mainly transferred to the blue wave, with at large OAM input the possibility of sharing the OAM between the IR and blue wave: it relies on a combined azimuthal and Gouy phase matching conditions.

This work opens to new interplays between atoms and optical vortices, for example involving many input vortices [2], or processes for OAM storage [3] or schemes with more excited levels.
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